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Abstract—As one of the cornerstones of computing, dynamic
random-access memory (DRAM) is prevalent across digital
systems. Over the years, researchers have proposed modifica-
tions to DRAM macros or explored alternative uses of existing
DRAM chips to extend the functionality of this ubiquitous
media. This work expands on the latter, providing new in-
sights and demonstrating new functionalities in unmodified,
commodity DRAM. FracDRAM is the first work to show
how fractional values can be stored in off-the-shelf DRAM.
We propose two primitive operations built with specially
timed DRAM command sequences, to either store fractional
values to the entire DRAM row or to masked bits in a row.
Utilizing fractional values, this work enables more modules
to perform the in-memory majority operation, increases the
stability of the existing in-memory majority operation, and
builds a state-of-the-art DRAM-based PUF with unmodified
DRAM. In total, 582 DDR3 chips from seven major vendors are
evaluated and characterized under different environments in
this work. FracDRAM breaks through the conventional binary
abstraction of DRAM logic, and brings new functions to the
existing DRAM macro.

Keywords-DRAM; PIM; Processing-with-Memory; Memory
Controller; PUF

I. INTRODUCTION

The stalling of Moore’s Law and end of Dennard scal-

ing have motivated computer architects to investigate non-

traditional media for computing. A prime example of this

is research that investigates using and modifying DRAM, a

ubiquitous tool for storing short term values, as a medium

for computing. To the external user, a DRAM is a matrix of

storage elements where information is stored in one of two

states, zero or one. However, things in the world are not just

black and white, and that holds for DRAM too. This paper

demonstrates how to leverage that “grey part” of DRAM.

Near-memory [1], [2], [3], in-memory [4], [5], [6], [7],

[8], and with-memory-computing [9], [10], [11], [12] are

growing fields driven by the potential to reduce the energy

consumption of data transfer between storage and processing

units, as well as the search for an alternative and ubiquitous

media that can be used for computation and related needs.

This has fueled a reexamination of the operation and design

of DRAM modules at all levels. One direction explored

by prior work, such as Ambit [12] and RowClone [13],

has investigated modifying DRAM macros to enable charge

sharing between rows. A different approach has reexamined

Figure 1: Utilizing a specially timed command sequence to

store fractional values in off-the-shelf DRAM cells.

the operation of unmodified, commodity, DRAM by exploring

how DRAM functions outside of the JEDEC specification.

This reexamination has lead to discoveries such as Compute-

DRAM [14] which has shown that with-memory computation

can be realized in unmodified commodity DRAM modules

by using out-of-specification timed command sequences.

FracDRAM extends the later efforts and provides new

insights and showcases new functionalities in unmodified,

commodity, DRAM. Our work dissects the binary abstraction

that data stored in DRAM cells can only be one or zero.

In reality, this is not the case. Unlike SRAM, whose stable

states are only two, the voltage level of a DRAM cell, which

at its heart is a capacitor, can occupy any level between

ground and Vdd . In fact, the DRAM cell is not always “full”

due to leakage. Previous works have also shown DRAM

working with a voltage lower than Vdd [15], [16], [17], [18]

The main requirement for exploiting this spectrum of

voltages is the capability to set the voltage level with fine

control. Achieving this seems to require a custom DRAM

chip as there is no built-in functionality to set fractional

values in commodity DRAM. However, closer examination

of a DRAM module and its operation shows that in addition

to the circuitry to drive voltage to Vdd or ground, there

is also circuitry to drive voltage to Vdd/2. This circuitry

is used during the PRECHARGE command (Section II).

FracDRAM leverages this key insight and is the first
work to store fractional values in unmodified, commodity
DRAM. FracDRAM demonstrates the ability to generate

three distinguishable states without any modification to

DRAM and that the data-path to store these different voltage

levels already exists in commodity DRAM. FracDRAM is

capable of doing this by using novel timing of DRAM

command sequences.

Building on this key insight, we create primitive operations

that store fractional values to an entire row and to masked

bits within a row. We also propose methods to verify the
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Figure 2: Basic DRAM structure within a sub-array. Shade

amount in the cell represents the charge stored in it.

effectiveness of the primitives, which can be regarded as a

destructive readout of the fractional value, and demonstrate

those operations with unmodified, commercial, DRAM

modules. We explore two use cases in detail: 1 leveraging

fractional values to expand the number of DRAM modules

that can support ComputeDRAM-style majority operations

with increased stability, and 2 , using fractional values to

implement a DRAM-based Physically Unclonable Function

(PUF) in unmodified DRAM with state-of-the-art throughput.

In addition to these examples, the primitives provided in

FracDRAM can be leveraged to characterize DRAM data

retention time, help people understand and reverse-engineer

the “blackbox” design of the DRAM array, potentially

increase the storage density of DRAM, and potentially

support with-memory ternary computation.

The contributions of this work are the following:

• Demonstration of the first successful storage of frac-

tional values in unmodified, commercial, DRAM.
• Utilization of fractional DRAM storage to expand Com-

puteDRAM-style, in-memory, majority operation to a

larger set of DRAM module types.
• Utilization of fractional DRAM storage to enhance the

reliability of existing ComputeDRAM-style majority

operation, reducing the error rate from 9.1% to 2.2%.
• Demonstration of using fractional DRAM storage to

implement a Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) in

unmodified DRAM with state-of-the-art throughput.
• A careful evaluation and characterization of storing

fractional values in DRAM and it’s applications.

II. BACKGROUND

FracDRAM is constructed using specially timed DRAM

command sequences. In this section, we briefly introduce

essential concepts for understanding FracDRAM : the DRAM

structure and cell polarity, basic DRAM commands, and the

multiple-row-activation.

A. DRAM Structure

Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) consists of

arrays of cells, each of which stores single-bit data using

the voltage level in the cell capacitor. DRAM memory is

hierarchically structured and organized in levels of: ranks,

banks, and sub-arrays. For the purpose of this work we

only focus on the DRAM structure within a sub-array; for

a detailed description of DRAM organization and operation

see: Jacob et al. [19] and Keeth et al. [20].

At the sub-array level, word-lines control the connection

between the cells in a row and the bit-lines; bit-lines can

be connected to all cells in the same column. At the end

of each bit-line, there is a sense-amplifier which can drive

the voltage to Vdd or 0 when enabled, and pass the sensed

voltage to the row buffer for read/write. Figure 2 provides a

graphical representation of the DRAM organization and the

core components of a sub-array.

B. DRAM Commands

The operation of the DRAM module is controlled by

the memory controller (MC). The MC translates high-

level memory access instructions and their addresses to

DRAM commands with detailed row and column addresses.

FracDRAM uses two of the DRAM commands to construct

fractional value storage in commercial DRAMs:

I. PRECHARGE: takes the bank address as an argument

and has two steps. First, all opened rows are closed

by zeroing all word-lines in the target bank, which

disconnects the cells from the bit-lines. Second, all

bit-lines are driven to Vdd/2 as an initial value.

II. ACTIVATE: takes the bank and row addresses as

arguments, and has three steps. First, the target row’s

word-line is raised to high, connecting the cells of the

row directly to the bit-lines. This enables charge sharing

between a cell and its corresponding bit-line, which

influences the voltage of the bit-line to slightly higher

or lower than Vdd/2, depending on the value stored in

the cell initially. At a second step, the sense amplifier

is enabled, which amplifies the value held in the bit-

line and drives the voltage to Vdd or 0. As the cell is

still connected to the bit-line, its original voltage is

recovered. Finally, the output of the activated local row

buffer is transferred to the global row buffer.

Different DRAM commands perform different tasks and

require different timing constraints (i.e., memory cycles)

to complete. It is the MC’s responsibility to issue DRAM

commands with enough idle cycles in between, following

the timing constraints set by the JEDEC standard [21].

C. Cell Polarity: True-Cells vs Anti-Cells

DRAM design has been extensively optimized to improve

its area efficiency. Modern DRAMs reuse another bit-line

as the reference wire to the sense amplifier, as depicted

in Figure 2. Since only one side of the sense amplifier is

connected to the row buffer, the bit-line on the other side

always holds an opposite state as the row buffer which
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contains the read out value. The cells connected to the bit-

lines on the “row buffer” side are called true-cells, while the

cells connected to the “opposite” bit-lines are called anti-

cells [22]. In true-cells, Vdd is read as a logic one, while

in anti-cells Vdd represents a logic zero. We can identify

anti-cells by pausing the refresh and checking if logic zero

leaks to logic one (true-cells only leak from one to zero).

In section V, we store opposite logic values to anti-cells

by default, so that they physically hold the same voltage

as true-cells. Since they are symmetric, for simplicity, we

assume all cells are true-cells in the remainder of this work.

D. Multiple-Row-Activation

Under nominal operation, at most one row in a bank can

be activated at a given time [21]. However, Gao et al. [14]

demonstrated that multiple rows can be opened in unmodified

DRAMs using a DRAM command sequence that violates

the JEDEC timing constraints. The command sequence that

was used is: ACTIVATE(R1)-PRECHARGE-ACTIVATE(R2),

with 2.5ns per memory cycle and no idle cycles in between.

R1 and R2 are two different row addresses within the same

sub-array. Using the above command sequence, one or more

other rows can be opened together with R1 and R2. The charge

sharing among the cells in three opened rows is utilized to

build a majority-of-three (MAJ3) operation. Olgun et al. [23]

also found that the same command sequence can open four

rows in DDR4 modules.

III. PRIMITIVE OPERATIONS

FracDRAM introduces Frac and Half-m, two novel primi-

tive operations that utilize specially timed DRAM command

sequences to store fractional values in off-the-shelf DRAM

modules. Following, we elaborate on how each primitive

operation is constructed and how it works at a low level. We

explain how we validated that a fractional value is indeed

generated and stored in the DRAM cell in Section IV-B.

A. The Frac Operation

The Frac operation allows us to store fractional values

in an entire row. To construct Frac, we utilize two basic

DRAM commands: ACTIVATE and PRECHARGE. The two

commands need to be issued back-to-back without any

extra cycles in between. At a high level, our goal is to

use the PRECHARGE command to interrupt the process of

row activation, and prevent the sense amplifier from being

enabled.

Fig. 3 shows the voltage level of both the bit-line and the

DRAM cell during Frac: First 1 , we issue a PRECHARGE
command to initialize the bit-line voltage to Vdd/2. The

PRECHARGE command will close the activated row first.

Thus, the bit-line voltage won’t change until at least a

memory cycle later. The initial voltage in the cell capacitor

can be either Vdd or 0; we assume it is Vdd for this example.

Following 2 , we initiate the Frac operation by issuing an

Figure 3: Voltage level of the cell capacitor and the bit-line

during a Frac operation. In order to put all the commands

together, the time scale in the horizontal axis is not even:

step 2 and 3 are in two consecutive cycles, while the time

between step 1 and 2 , step 3 and 4 , is at least 5 cycles.

We assume each memory cycle is 2.5ns.

ACTIVATE to the target row, which raises up the word-line

and connects the cell capacitor to the bit-line. After the charge

sharing, both the cell and the bit-line reach the same voltage

level which is slightly higher than Vdd/2. The equilibrium

voltage is closer to the initial bit-line voltage because the

bit-line capacitance is much larger than the cell’s [13].

In the following cycle, step 3 , we issue a PRECHARGE
command to interrupt the process of row activation before

the sense amplifier is enabled. After that, the cell capacitor

is disconnected from the bit-line while holding a fractional

value; neither Vdd nor 0, but a voltage slightly higher than

Vdd/2. Since we need to wait for the PRECHARGE to finish,

the total latency of a Frac operation is 7 memory cycles

(two command cycles plus five idle cycles).

With a single Frac operation, we manage to store fractional

values in DRAM cells in the same row. However, this

fractional value depends on the initial state in the cell. For

another column where the initial voltage is 0, the resultant

voltage will be something between Vdd/2 and 0. If we want

to make the stored voltage more accurate, closer to Vdd/2,

and independent from the initial value, we can simply issue

multiple Frac operations. At step 4 , when the PRECHARGE
command from the previous Frac is completed, we are ready

to issue another Frac operation. We found that the more

Frac operations we issue, the closer the resulted voltage is to

Vdd/2, and the cell voltage will be more consistent across the

row regardless of the initial value. We evaluate how the initial

cell voltage and the number of Frac operations influence the

final voltage that we generate in section V.

B. The Half-m Operation

Our second technique, Half-m, stores Half values to

masked bits; i.e., it stores a mixture of normal values

and Half values in the same row. In Half-m, instead of

interrupting a single row activation, as we do in Frac, we

use a PRECHARGE command to interrupt the process of a

four-row-activation.

As mentioned in Section II, the sequence ACTIVATE(R1)-

PRECHARGE-ACTIVATE(R2) triggers a multiple-row-

activation. We tested multiple groups of DDR3 modules
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Figure 4: Voltage level of cell capacitors in three different

columns during a Half-m operation. Lower half of the figure

shows the data layout in the four opened rows. The curves

in the voltage chart correspond to the cell whose outline has

the same color or dotted line.

from SK Hynix, and found that besides opening three rows

at the same time, we can open four rows as well using

specific combinations of R1 and R2. For example, rows 0,

1, 8, 9 can be opened simultaneously by activating row 8

and row 1 back-to-back. QUAC-TRNG [23] also showed

that four-row-activation can be achieved in commodity

DDR4 modules. We construct Half-m by combining

the command sequence of the four-row-activation, and

a trailing PRECHARGE: ACTIVATE(R1)-PRECHARGE-

ACTIVATE(R2)-PRECHARGE.

Fig. 4 shows the cell voltage in three different columns

during a Half-m operation. As we store different initial values

to the four opened rows (R1 to R4), different results (logical 0,

1, and Half value) are generated respectively. Half-m begins

with 1 a PRECHARGE command which closes all the rows

and resets the bit-line voltage. Steps 2 - 4 are essentially

a four-row-activation. As explained in previous works [14],

[23]: The PRECHARGE in step 3 doesn’t have enough time

to close the row, thus R1 remains open. The glitch of the row

decoder further implicitly opens extra rows, R3 and R4, after

we issue ACTIVATE(R2) at 4 . We choose the address of R1

and R2 carefully to make sure that four rows are activated by

the time of step 5 . Consider the cells in the same column of

these four rows, if they all have the same initial value (0 or

1), they will change the bit-line voltage to the same direction

together, and the voltage at step 5 will be close to 0 or

Vdd , as shown with the green and yellow line. If we store

two ones and two zeros in these cells in the beginning, the

final voltage will be close to Vdd/2, similar to the blue lines.

Finally, 5 we issue the last PRECHARGE to prevent the

sense amplifier from being enabled. Since the bit-lines are

disconnected from the cells, the cell voltage stays unchanged.

Without the help from the sense amplifier, both logical one

Table I: Evaluated DRAM chips and their capability of per-

forming Frac, three-row-activation, and four-row-activation.

Group Vendor Freq(MHz) # Chips Frac Three-row-
activation

Four-row-
activation

A SK Hynix 1066 16 �
B SK Hynix 1333 80 � � �
C SK Hynix 1333 160 � �
D SK Hynix 1600 16 � �

E Samsung 1066 32 �
F Samsung 1333 48 �
G Samsung 1600 32 �

H TimeTec 1333 32 �

I Corsair 1333 32 �

J Micron 1333 16

K Elpida 1333 32

L Nanya 1333 32

and zero are not fully recovered to Vdd and 0 as we show in

Fig. 4, thus we call them “weak” ones and zeros. The Half

value is not exactly Vdd/2 either, due to the asymmetry of

those opened rows. But as long as we can distinguish these

three generated values from each other and show that “weak”

ones/zeros behave the same as normal ones/zeros, we could

say that Half-m successfully stores a mixture of zero, one,

and Half value in the same row.

C. Refresh

The fractional value stored in a DRAM cell can be

destroyed by any row activation. Thus, whenever we have a

fractional value stored in the DRAM array, we need to prevent

the issuing of the REFRESH command to rows holding that

fractional value. At the same time, if we also stored normal

Vdd in other columns in the same row, we need to REFRESH
that row to preserve the logical ones. Fortunately, the typical

refresh cycle for a row – 64ms – is long enough for us to

implement applications with fractional values. We only need

to be cautious that REFRESH is not sent in the middle of

the application.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we detail our experimental setup and our

methodology for verifying the fractional values in off-the-

shelf DRAMs. In our evaluation, we examine a total of

528 DDR3 chips from seven major DRAM vendors. Table I

presents the full list of tested DRAM chips, as well as their

nominal working frequency (speed level), and their capability

of performing different in-memory operations. Among the

in-memory operations, three-row-activation is the prerequisite

of performing ComputeDRAM-style majority operation in

the absence of Frac, and four-row-activation is necessary for

Half-m. We divide the evaluated DRAM chips into 12 groups,

from A to L, based on the vendor and DRAM configuration.

A. Platform

For our evaluation we used two setups with similar

configurations as the one described in ComputeDRAM [14].
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Figure 5: Evaluation platform including FPGA boards which

the customized memory controller is programmed on.

We used a modified version of the SoftMC [24] software-

controlled memory controller to generate the appropriate

DRAM command sequences with special timing intervals.

Each host computer sends DRAM command sequences to

a Xilinx ML605 FPGA board through the PCIe bus, as

shown in Figure 5. The hardware part of SoftMC, which is

programmed in the FPGA, receives the command sequence

and subsequently issues it to the real DRAM chip with

specified timing. The working frequency of SoftMC is fixed

to 400MHz, which means that the memory cycle is always

2.5ns no matter what speed level the DRAM chip has. Thus,

whenever we mention “memory cycle”, we assume 2.5ns per

cycle.

B. Verification Methodology

Our goal is to demonstrate that a fractional value can

indeed be generated and stored in commodity DRAM cells.

However, the fractional value can not be simply read out

of the DRAM module, as the sense amplifier will destroy

the fractional value during row activation. Thus, we need a

method to verify that the fractional value is there without

actually probing into the cell. We propose two methods to

achieve this: measuring the data retention time and checking

the results of the majority-of-three (MAJ3) operation with

fractional values.

1) Data Retention Time: The charge stored in a DRAM

cell will gradually leak out of the cell capacitor if it’s not

activated for a while. In addition, there is a threshold voltage

for the sense amplifier, below which the voltage level is

regarded as a logical zero. When the voltage drops below

that threshold such that the sense amplifier fails to recognize

the logical one during activation, the data will be lost. The

amount of time that a DRAM cell can hold the data is called

the cell’s retention time. Since the voltage is monotonically

decreasing during the charge leakage, for the same cell, the

higher the initial voltage is, the longer the “retention time”

will be. Based on that, we can measure the retention time,

and use it as an indicator for the starting voltage level in the

cell.

2) MAJ3 operation with fractional value: Another method

to verify the fractional value is to perform MAJ3 operations

with it. Specifically, we perform MAJ3 twice, in both cases

we store the same fractional value in the first two operands,

and then we store different value of ones and zeros in the

third operand. The detailed procedure is as follows:

1) Choose three rows that can be opened at the same time
2) Store fractional value into row R1, R2, and one in R3

3) Perform MAJ3 on R1,R2, R3. Record the result as X1

4) Store fractional value into row R1, R2, and zero in R3

5) Perform MAJ3 on R1,R2,R3. Record the result as X2

The two different MAJ3 results (X1 and X2) can be used to

verify the existence of the fractional value.

The assumption we make is that, if we can store a fractional

value, then we can produce the same fractional value on

different rows in the same DRAM module using identical

operations, and we can reproduce the same fractional value

on the same row multiple times. This assumption can be

proven using the “retention time” method, and we need it

here to simplify the reasoning process. In the procedure

above, we store a fractional value into row R1 and R2 twice,

and we assume they all hold the same voltage Vf rac after step

2 and 4. If we failed to produce the fractional value, in other

words, if Vf rac were still either 0 or Vdd , the MAJ3 result

would be the same as the value we stored in R1 and R2, no

matter what we set in R3. Therefore, if we can ever get the

result of X1 =Vdd and X2 = 0 at the same time, it will prove

that Vf rac is neither Vdd nor 0, but rather a fractional value

close to Vdd/2.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we present an evaluation and demonstration

of proof-of-concept for the two primitive operations: Frac
and Half-m. Specifically, we utilize the methods described in

Section IV-B (retention time and MAJ3) to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed operations and the existence

of fractional values in an entire DRAM row.

A. Evaluation of Frac: Retention Time Profile

The retention time collection is composed of two parts:

first, we store ones in the entire target row, then we stop

sending any memory commands in order to let the charge

leak out of the cell. The second step is completed when after

time t, we read out the data and record which bits have lost

their data. If a bit holds one after time t1 but loses its data

after time t2, the cell’s retention time is narrowed down to the

(t1, t2) range. Thus, by varying t and repeating the procedure

multiple times, we can construct a profile of the retention

time range of the cells in the target row. This profile shows

how long the data can be preserved in each cell when full

Vdd is stored, serving as a baseline. To evaluate Frac, the

only difference in the procedure is that we issue one to five

Frac operations right after all ones are stored in the target

row, so that the retention time profile after Frac is collected.

To demonstrate our proof-of-concept, we performed a

retention time experiment that included 16 chips from each

of the 12 DRAM groups in Table I. For each DRAM chip, we

randomly sample five rows from each bank to evaluate. The

heatmap in Figure 6 presents the retention time profiles for

the different DRAM groups. Columns present a Probability
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Figure 6: Change in the retention time as we issue 0-5 Frac operations to different DRAM groups. Each column of the

heatmap represents a Probability Density Function (PDF) of the retention time. According to the change pattern, each

individual cell is divided into three categories. The proportion of each category is shown by the numbers in brackets, as

[long retention time, monotonic decrease, others] respectively. The second category demonstrates our proof-of-concept.

Density Function (PDF) of retention time, whereas rows

represents retention time ranges. Darker shade in the box

means that a larger portion of cells have a retention time

in the corresponding range. DRAM retention time can be

as short as several seconds, but those cells only make up

a tiny portion; less than 10−4 [22]. Therefore, we choose a

relatively large and coarse timescale, classifying the retention

time into six ranges: 0, 0 to 10 minutes, 10 to 30 minutes,

30 to 60 minutes, 1 to 12 hours, and longer than 12 hours.

A zero retention time means that the voltage in that cell

is reduced below the threshold that the circuits regard as

zero in the beginning; i.e., right after we issue the last Frac.

This definition of zero retention time also complies with the

monotonic relationship between the retention time and the

cell voltage.

For groups J, K, and L, sending Frac operations has no

effect in the retention time profile, thus we omit them from

the plot. We speculate that those DRAM chips implement

time checking circuits to prevent different DRAM commands

being executed too close to each other.

For groups A to I, we analyse the change of the retention

time on individual cells as more Frac operations are issued.

According to the change pattern, we divide the cells into

three categories. The cells in the first category have a long

retention time. They are in the bucket of “> 12h” all the

time, even after five Frac operations are sent. The cells in the

second category exhibit a monotonic decrease of retention

time ranges as we issue more Frac operations. This is the

group of cells we are most interested in; the proportion of bits

in this category is shown in bold numbers in Figure 6. The

last category includes the remaining bits, they may exhibit

an increased retention time as we issue Frac, or the retention

time range can not be fixed in the experiment.

The cells in the second category - 55% on average - illus-

trate that Frac operations can reduce the cell’s retention time

incrementally. Given the monotonic relationship between the

retention time and the voltage (discussed in Section IV-B1),

we can further conclude that the Frac operation can reduce the

cell voltage incrementally. According to our understanding

of low-level DRAM circuits, with an initial voltage of Vdd ,

Frac can not generate a voltage lower than Vdd/2, which

is the initial bit-line level, in a DRAM cell. Therefore, the

reduced voltage value must be between Vdd and Vdd/2. The

above leads us to draw two conclusions (for initial value of

all ones): 1 Frac operation can store fractional voltages
in DRAM cells, and 2 consecutive Frac operations lower
the fractional voltage towards Vdd/2. Although the first

category does not contribute to our point, it is not a counter

example either. Those cells just have a retention time longer

than we can profile. The third category exhibits irregular

change patterns in the retention time, however, it only

contains less than 1% of the cells, and we speculate that

the affected cells have intrinsic variable retention time

(VRT) [25], [26].

Despite the insights we extracted from, the retention time

method in itself has several limitations. First, we only proved

our claim on a portion of cells (55% in average). The

main reason for that is the existence of cells that have long

retention times that fall into the “> 12h” range. Extending the

experiment beyond the 12 hour range significantly increases

experimentation time, which makes it impractical to narrow

down the retention time for all the cells. Second, the retention

time of a cell is determined by multiple factors, such as the

process variation, environmental changes, and a small portion

of cells even exhibits variable retention times [25], [26]. If

a fractional value is stored in one cell, it might still have a

longer retention time than another cell which stores a full

Vdd . Third, as charge only leaks from high voltage to ground,

we can only test retention time with an initial value of one.

Based on the above and given the results of our retention

time profiling, we can confidently say that Frac can produce

a fractional value in DRAM chips for most DRAM vendors

and for different positions in a DRAM chip. However, we

still do not know if all of the bits in a row can reliable

reproduce the fractional value, and if Frac works with an

initial value of zero. We need the MAJ3 method to complete

the characterization.

B. Evaluation of Frac: MAJ3 Results

In our second set of experiments, we follow the procedure

described in Section IV-B2. We use the first three rows

in each sub-array and execute the command sequence
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Figure 7: MAJ3 results as we change the number of Frac
operations we send. (a) and (b) use R1 and R2 to store

fractional values; (c) and (d) use R1 and R3 to store fractional

values. (a) and (c) use all ones as the initial value thus the

fractional values should be between Vdd/2 and Vdd ; (b) and

(d) use all zeros as the initial value thus the fractional values

should be between 0 and Vdd/2.

ACTIVATE(R1)-PRECHARGE-ACTIVATE(R2), where R1 =
1, and R2 = 2; this leads to R3 = 0 [14]. Before we issue

the MAJ3 operation, we store fractional values to R1 and

R2 using various numbers of Frac. As this test relies on the

MAJ3 result, which requires three-row-activation, we can

only conduct the experiment on group B. Thus, for every chip

in group B, we scan every sub-array and record the result of

X1 and X2. Figure 7 presents the results: each bar represents

the proportion of columns that generate the corresponding

result of X1 and X2.

For Fig. 7a, we store all ones as the initial value in R1 and

R2 before we send any Frac operations. The configuration

without any Frac, our baseline, is equivalent to a normal

MAJ3 operation with operands in R1 and R2 being all ones.

The observed baseline result meets our expectation: both X1

and X2 are one. Similarly, for Fig. 7b, the initial value in R1

and R2 is zero, and the MAJ3 result without any Frac is all

zeros. However, as we issue Frac operations, the combination

of X1 = 1 and X2 = 0 begins to dominate and it becomes the

only result after two or more Frac operations are sent. This

is because Frac operations make R1 and R2 hold fractional

values and generate the different MAJ3 results of X1 and X2.

For Fig. 7c and Fig. 7d, we change the rows that hold

fractional values to R1 and R3, and store all ones and all zeros

to R2. The result pattern with one Frac is a little different

from the first two subplots, but the overall conclusion is

the same: it proves that fractional values can be stored in
almost every bit in the DRAM chip, and the initial value

stored in the row doesn’t affect the quality of the fractional

value after multiple Frac operations are executed.

We want to highlight that while Frac is based on
unspecified behaviour of DRAM chips, it does not mean
it is an unreliable operation. Our above evaluation showed

that Frac exhibited a stable, predictable, behaviour wherever

we were able to study it (DRAM group B). For the DRAM

groups that we were unable to thoroughly study Frac due

to their lack of capability to perform a three-row-activation,

we make the hypothesis that Frac has similar characteristics

and can work on all bits. Our evaluation of the use case of

Frac in Section VI-B2 provides supports for this hypothesis.

C. Evaluation of Half-m

Half-m, our second primitive, can store half values on

masked bits in a row. It utilizes charge sharing among four

simultaneously opened rows. If the initial values stored in

these four rows are two ones and two zeros, it will hold a

fractional value close to Vdd/2 after Half-m.

Similar to the evaluation method we used for Frac, we

conduct both a retention time test and a MAJ3 test on the

value generated from Half-m. We only evaluate the modules

in group B during this experiment due to the limited support

for the MAJ3 operation in groups C and D; However, groups

C and D are also capable of performing four-row-activation

and Half-m. For four-row-activation, we choose the rows 0,

1, 8, 9 in every sub-array and make R1 = 8,R2 = 1. After we

issue the command sequence in Half-m, R3 = 0 and R4 = 9

will also be activated. We store one to R1 and R3, and zero

to R2 and R4 as the initial value to generate a Half value

with Half-m in that column. In contrast, the initial value

of all ones/zeros in four rows would generate a result of

“weak” ones/zeros after Half-m, as we show in Figure 4.

After Half-m is performed, we plot the retention time PDF

with the same six ranges as in Figure 6, for both the Half

value and “weak” ones. Since the result of Half-m is stored

in row 0 and 1 already, we can store ones/zeros to row 2 to

perform the MAJ3 operation among the first three rows and

get results of X1 and X2 respectively. The retention time and

MAJ3 results are shown in Figure 8.

As a reference point, we also plot the retention time PDF

of the fractional values generated by five Frac operations

from the same row. Compared with that, the retention time

of Half values present a similar distribution. That proves a

fractional value close to Vdd/2 is indeed stored in some cells

after Half-m. However, the fractional value is not consistent

across the row. The MAJ3 result shows that only 16% of

bits can generate the distinguishable Half value, i.e. having

a MAJ3 result of X1 = 1 and X2 = 0. The “weak” ones and

zeros do have decent quality, as the retention time of “weak”

ones is same as normal ones, so does the MAJ3 result of

“weak” ones/zeros.

Although not applicable to all the columns, this result

is a proof-of-concept showing that Half-m can be used to

store three distinguishable states in cells from the same row.

Moreover, since it is built upon a four-row-activation, it has

the potential to be extended to DDR4 modules [23] as well.

VI. USE CASES

In this section, we describe use cases that utilize the

proposed operations: extending in-memory majority-of-three
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Figure 8: Both the retention time profile and the MAJ3 results

for the “weak one”, “weak zero” (no retention time profile),

and Half value generated in Half-m.

operation to more modules and increasing the reliability of the

existing in-memory majority operation, generating Physical

Unclonable Function (PUF), and potentially expanding the

storage capabilities of DRAM modules. We also characterize

two applications in detail with real DRAM chips using the

platform described in Section IV-A.

A. Extending in-memory majority operation in more modules

1) Proposal of F-MAJ: As mentioned in Section II, in-

memory MAJ3 can be performed in off-the-shelf DRAM

modules. However, according to Gao et al. [14], only a

limited number of modules from SK Hynix are able to

perform MAJ3. While more modules1 are capable of opening

multiple rows at the same time, the resultant value does not

conform to the MAJ3 logic.

Our experiments revealed that on these special DRAM

groups the root cause of the failure is that the command

sequence that performs MAJ3 actually activates four rows

instead of three. Specifically, we performed a thorough ex-

ploration using the sequence ACTIVATE(R1)-PRECHARGE-

ACTIVATE(R2), with all possible combinations of row

addresses R1 and R2. We found that within these modules

(group C and D in Table I), only N rows can be opened

simultaneously, where N is a power of two; i.e. 2, 4, 8,

16, etc. Moreover, all combinations of R1 and R2 that can

open 2k rows have k bits in difference. However, not all

combinations of R1 and R2 that have k different bits can

open 2k rows. This result partially verifies the hypothetical

row decoder circuit that Olgun et al. [23] used to explain the

behavior of four-row-activation. As a detailed study of the

row decoder structure is beyond the scope of this paper, we

only want to briefly highlight that for some modules, both
DDR3 and DDR4, opening four rows is feasible, but not
three.

Having a method to concurrently open four rows in a

sub-array raises the question: what more can this enable? An

issue is that it is difficult to build logic that utilizes “majority-

of-four”. The challenge lies in defining the result when two

operands are zeros and two others are ones. In contrast,

charge sharing among three rows naturally generates the

MAJ3 result. Following, we explain how we successfully

1SK Hynix DDR3 SDRAM with part number HMT351S6CFR8C-H9
and HMT451S6AFR8A-PB, group C and D in Table I

construct a MAJ3 operation using the charge sharing
among four rows; a major contribution of this work.

The key to transform a four-row-activation into MAJ3 is

storing fractional values in one of the four operands. This is

because the row that holds fractional values, which is close

to Vdd/2, will have the least influence on the bit-line voltage

during the charge sharing, and thus the final result will

depend on the majority voltage among the other three rows.

We call this operation, that utilizes the Four-row-activation to

perform MAJ3, F-MAJ. The detailed procedure to perform

F-MAJ is as follows:

1) Choose four rows that can be opened at the same time

2) Store a fractional value into one row with one or multiple

Frac operations. An initialization to all zeros/ones before

Frac is preferred to make the fractional value more even

across the row

3) Store three operands of MAJ3 to the other three rows

4) Issue ACTIVATE(R1)-PRECHARGE-ACTIVATE(R2),

and the result of MAJ3 will be stored on all four rows

Compared to the original MAJ3 operation, the overhead

of F-MAJ is the cost of storing a fractional value in an entire

row. The initialization before Frac can be implemented with

a single row copy proposed in ComputeDARM [14]. The

subsequent Frac operation only consists of two memory

commands (7 memory cycles), which is more light-weight

than a row copy (18 memory cycles). Assuming the same

strategy as ComputeDRAM, which exclusively uses reserved

rows for computation, we need to copy the operands to

the reserved locations and copy the result back as well.

In that case, F-MAJ takes only 29% more memory cycles

than the original MAJ3. However, with F-MAJ, we are

capable of performing the majority-of-three operation and

support ComputeDRAM-style computation in more DRAM

modules, even DDR4 modules potentially [23], which cannot

open three rows at the same time, but can open four rows.

Moreover, we found that F-MAJ can even generate a more

stable result compared to the original MAJ3 operation.
2) Evaluation of F-MAJ: In this section, we evaluate

the coverage and stability of the F-MAJ operation which

leverages the four-row-activation to perform logical majority-

of-three. We use the word “coverage” when referring to how

many bits in a row and how many chips in a DRAM group

can perform F-MAJ, and the word “stability” when referring

to the successful rate at which operation is performed on the

same cell over multiple iterations.
Since F-MAJ requires storing a fractional value in one of

the four rows, there are multiple variables to experiment

with, such as the row to store the fractional value and

the voltage level of the fractional value. We first explore

the optimal configurations that generate the best coverage

of F-MAJ. In this test, we examine all DRAM chips

which are capable of performing four-row-activation. We

fix {R1,R2,R3,R4} to {1,2,0,3} for chips in group C and

D, and to {8,1,0,9} for chips in group B. Group B supports
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(a) Group B (b) Group C (c) Group D

(d) Zoom in Group B

Figure 9: Coverage of the F-MAJ operation as a function of

the number of Frac operations under different configurations

for DRAM chips in groups B, C, and D; subfigures (a), (b),

and (c), respectively. Subfigure (d) presents a more detailed

version of the results for group B. The black dashed lines in

subfigures (a) and (d) are the baseline MAJ3 operation.

the ComputeDRAM operations, thus if we activate row

1 and 2, three rows 0, 1, and 2 will be opened. We use

the original MAJ3 operation built upon three-row-activation

among the first three rows as the baseline design in group

B to compare with. During this exploration, we vary the

row that stores the fractional value from R1 to R4, and the

voltage level of the “fractional value” all the way from 0

to Vdd . We can finely control the voltage level by adjusting

the number of Frac operations we issue and the initial value

in that critical row before we send Frac. All sub-arrays

in every chip in group B, C, and D are tested. To verify

the success of F-MAJ, we set the three operands six times

as {1,0,0},{0,1,0},{0,0,1},{0,1,1},{1,0,1},{1,1,0}. A

column is considered capable of performing F-MAJ only

when it generates the correct majority result for all six sets

of inputs.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the coverage of the F-MAJ operation

in these three DRAM groups. Each line represents the

percentage of bits that successfully performed F-MAJ when

we use a different number of Frac operations to generate the

fractional value. Different colors stand for using different

rows to store fractional values. We plot the average value

among the modules in that group and the shaded part indicates

the 95% confidence interval. From Fig. 9, we can draw several

conclusions:

(a) Group B (b) Group B (c) Group C

Figure 10: Subfigure (a) presents a detailed break down of

F-MAJ coverage with different input combinations on group

C. Green lines stand for input combinations with two ones

and one zero; blue lines for two zeros and one one; red line

shows the overall F-MAJ coverage. Focus on the condition

of using R1 to store fractional value with initial value of all

ones. Subfigures (b) and (c) present the CDF of the reliability

of F-MAJ operation across different modules in group B and

C. The black dashed line in subfigure (b) presents the CDF

for the MAJ3 baseline.

F-MAJ can be performed on all DRAM chips that are
capable of opening four rows. A non-zero result for all the

chips proves this point.

Different groups favor different configurations. For

example, having a fractional value larger than Vdd/2 (meaning

the initial value is all ones) in R1 generates the best result

for group C, while a fractional value smaller than Vdd/2 in

R4 is the favorite configuration for group D. Because of the

“black box” nature of DRAM circuits, it is challenging for

us to surmise the real cause behind the phenomenon. Going

forward, we use the experimental results for choosing the

best configuration for each group.

F-MAJ improves the coverage of the original MAJ3
operation. The best configuration of group B is storing

a fractional value with two Frac operations starting with

all ones in R2, which has a 99.8% coverage of F-MAJ

operation, while the original MAJ3 works on 98.0% of

columns. This is because the original MAJ3 does not open

the three rows at the exact same time, and they are not

perfectly symmetric. Among the three opened rows, there is

always a “primary” row which has more influence on the

bit-line voltage compared with the other two. Thus, it has a

larger error rate when the majority result is the opposite of

the initial value of that primary row. However, for F-MAJ,

we can put the fractional value in this primary row and

adjust the voltage level of the fractional value. The insight

is that F-MAJ provides a chance for us to enhance the
symmetry among the operands, therefore providing a
wider coverage on the DRAM chip.

To study how the number of Frac operations influences the

coverage of F-MAJ in detail, we focus on one configuration

and examine each individual input combination. Using group

C with fractional values in R1 and an initial value of all
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ones as an example, we show the result in Figure 10a.

Green lines represent the input combinations that generate a

majority result of one, while blue lines represent the input

combinations that generate a result of zero. The red line

represents the combined F-MAJ success ratio, which is

essentially the top line in Figure 9b. Without Frac, all ones

are stored in R1, thus more charge will be injected to the

bit-line from R1, and it is more likely to generate a result

of one. We can verify this by the fact that the green lines

in Figure 10a reach 100% without Frac, but the blue lines

are pretty low under the same condition. As we issue more

Frac operations, the voltage level in R1 is reduced, and the

majority result is more likely to be zero than one, which is

confirmed by the fact that the blue lines are rising and green

ones are declining. This is additional evidence showing the

relationship between Frac and the voltage level in the cell.

At last, we test the stability of F-MAJ among group B

and C. For each module, we randomly selected 500 different

sub-arrays across all the banks, and perform F-MAJ 10000

times at each sub-array with random inputs. Within the sub-

array, we use the same rows mentioned before and apply

the best configuration that we found in the last experiment.

The stability for a bit-line is the percent representing how

many times it generated the correct majority result out of

10000 trials. The cumulative distributive function is plotted

in Fig. 10c and Fig. 10b. Each line stands for a module in

that DRAM group. Across the modules in group C, 33.0%

to 85.2% of the columns can always generate the correct

result. As for the modules in group B, at least 95.4% of the

columns can reliably perform F-MAJ, beating the original

MAJ3 operation which uses three-row-activation. The average

error rate of in-memory majority thus can be reduced from

9.1% to 2.2%.

We conclude that F-MAJ not only expands in-memory

majority operations to more modules – including potentially

DDR4 modules, but also provides a better stability compared

to the existing MAJ3 operation.

B. Physical Unclonable Function (PUF)

1) Proposal of Frac-based PUF: A Physical Unclonable

Function (PUF) [27] is an intrinsic function attached to a

physical object, which can be used for device authentication

[28], [29], [30]. It takes a “challenge” as the input, and gives

out a “response” based on the unique physical characteristics

of the device. The uniqueness usually comes from manu-

facturing variations in its physical micro-structure, thus it is

unpredictable and almost impossible to duplicate. An ideal

PUF consistently generates the same response to the same

challenge on the same device, while the responses to the

same challenge generated by difference devices are distinct

and random. This feature makes PUF a perfect candidate

for generating fingerprints or signatures of digital devices.

In addition, PUFs can be utilized to generate cryptographic

keys [31], [32], and hardware obfuscation [33].

Due to the prevalence of DRAM memory across modern

digital systems, a DRAM-based PUF is an attractive option.

Moreover, the large address space in DRAMs naturally

provides plenty of challenge-response pairs. Specifically, the

address and size can be construed as the challenge, and the

data read out will be the response. Previous DRAM-based

PUFs have tried to leverage the variations in DRAM start-up

values [34], DRAM cell retention failures [35], [36], [37],

[38], and read-out data with reduced write duty-cycle [39] or

other timing parameters like tRCD [38] and tRP [40]. However,

past DRAM-based PUFs have several drawbacks such as

long evaluation time, sensitivity to environmental changes

(temperature or supply voltage), and requirement for a filter

or error correction.

CODIC-based PUF [41] solved these issues using a

modified DRAM substrate. Orosa et al. [41] proposed

modifying control circuits inside the DRAM array to provide

a new CODIC-sig command, which could drive the cell to

Vdd/2. A subsequent read would enable the sense amplifier

and thus “amplify” the cell voltage to either Vdd or 0,

dependent on manufacturing variations. The read out data

are both random and unique; thus they can be used as a

PUF response. In addition, whether Vdd/2 is regarded as

a zero or one is determined by the sense amplifier circuit,

which is essentially a comparator. Thus, it is independent

from the temperature and supply voltage. However, all of

these benefits require hardware modifications to the existing

DRAM circuits, which raises two hindrances to the realization

of the technique with commercial DRAMs. First, DRAM

manufacturers are reluctant to modify their designs due

to the competitive and low-margin nature of the DRAM

industry. Second, the introduction of a DRAM command

requires modifications to the JEDEC specification. The

CODIC authors did mention an alternative approach that

works with off-the-shelf DRAMs. Specifically, they disabled

DRAM refresh and waited for 48 hours to let the DRAM cell

voltage leak towards Vdd/2 to emulate the effect of CODIC-

sig. While this is an alternative that works with commercial

DRAMs, it is too time-consuming to be considered for

practical use.

With FracDRAM, we can use multiple Frac operations to

achieve an effect similar to the CODIC-sig command, as the

more Frac operations issued, the closer the cell voltage is

to Vdd/2. According to our experiment results across nine

memory groups from four major DRAM vendors, ten Frac
operations are enough to generate a voltage close to Vdd/2

for PUF. A Frac-based PUF maintains all the merits of a

CODIC-based PUF and can be implemented in off-the-shelf

DRAMs without any hardware modification.

2) Evaluation of Frac-based PUF: In this section, we

want to demonstrate that the proposed Frac-based PUF can

generate a unique and reliable response to a challenge with

real DRAM modules. We take the normalized Hamming
Distance, which is commonly used in PUF research [31],
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Figure 11: The distribution of Intra-HD and Inter-HD in

group A to I, as well as cross-group. The number under

group ID is the average Hamming Weight of the responses

in that group.

[34], [39], [40], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], as

the metric to represent the difference between two responses.

Specifically, that is the number of different bits in two

responses divided by the total number of bits.

We use the notation of Intra-HD to indicate the Hamming
Distance between two responses from the same DRAM

module to the same challenge. Ideally, Intra-HD should

be zero, meaning the PUF can reliably produce the same

signature for the device. The notation of Inter-HD represents

the Hamming Distance between two responses to the same

challenge from different modules. Ideally, Inter-HD should

be around 0.5 which is the distance between two independent

random strings, meaning the PUF can produce unique

responses.

In Frac-based PUF, the address and the size of the memory

segment is used as a challenge, and the read out data from

that segment is the response. We fixed the memory segment

length to 8KB, which can fit in a single DRAM row. To get

a challenge-response pair, we first choose an address (bank

and row), and store all ones to that row as the initial value.

Next we issue ten Frac operations to the target row to make

the voltage close to Vdd/2. Finally, we read the entire row

out. We tested at least two modules from each DRAM group,

and all the groups capable of performing Frac are covered.

For each module we collected 120 challenge-response pairs,

and we send the same set of challenges to all the modules.

The distribution of Intra-HD and Inter-HD is shown in

Figure 11. First, we found all the Intra-HDs exhibit an

excellent property: they have a very narrow distribution and

only concentrate around zero. The maximum Intra-HD ever

seen is 0.051 from group G. Second, the Inter-HDs exhibit

different patterns across different groups. For some groups

like A, B, and E, the Inter-HD is clustered around 0.3 or 0.4,

which shows some extent of similarity between the responses

from different modules in the same group. The real cause

of that is the responses from these groups have a Hamming

Figure 12: The distribution of Intra-HD and Inter-HD between

responses with (a) different DRAM supply voltages and (b)

different temperatures. The maximum intra-HD and minimum

inter-HD are marked by the vertical dotted lines.

Weight (i.e. the portion of the bits that hold one) away from

0.5. For example, in group A, only 21% of bits are one,

which means most of the bits are zero, and that reduces the

Inter-HD. Hamming Weight basically tells how many sense

amplifiers regard Vdd/2 as one, which depends on the detailed

circuit implementation of the bit-line and sense amplifier.

Thus different DRAM groups produce different Hamming
Weight. Although the randomness of the response is harmed,

the uniqueness is still guaranteed: the minimum Inter-HD is

0.27, which is still way larger than the maximum Intra-HD.

Notice that the Hamming Weight result is not aligned with the

result in Figure 6. That’s because we use different randomly

selected rows in both tests.

Ten days from when we collected the first set of data, we

generated the second set of responses to the same challenges

again, but with a DRAM supply voltage of 1.4V (nominal

supply voltage is 1.5V). We plot the Intra-HD and Inter-HD

across these two data set in Figure 12(a). For the Inter-HD, we

consider both within the same and between different DRAM

groups. The highest Intra-HD is 0.07 and the lowest Inter-HD

is 0.30. After an additional 3 months, we collected the third

set of responses under different temperatures, and plot the

intra-HD and inter-HD between those and the first data set

collected three months ago under room temperature(20°C)

in Figure 12(b). Although the average intra-HD increases as

the temperature goes up, it does not change much, and most

importantly, the maximum intra-HD remains far away from

the minimum inter-HD. These results show that Frac-based

PUF is robust againt environmental changes.

Other than the reliability and uniqueness, we also examined

the randomness of the generated response with the random

number test suite from NIST [50]. There are in total 15

different tests in the suite that check multiple characteristics

including frequency, longest run, estimated entropy, template

matching, etc. Because the raw response from the PUF is bi-

ased (the Hamming Weight is not 0.5), we use a modified Von

Neumann randomness extractor to whitening the responses

first and guarantee that the stream is balanced [41], [51].

Then, we concatenate the responses from different addresses
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together. We use one million bits per module and feed that

into the test suite. All 15 tests passed, which verifies the

randomness of Frac-based PUF.

The total evaluation time for the Frac-based PUF will

be: a preparation of 88 memory cycles (an initialization of

all ones followed by 10 Frac operations) in addition to the

readout time of the 8KB segment. In total, the evaluation

time would be 1.5us (assuming a 2.5ns memory cycle), with

the major time cost being the reading process. The evaluation

time can be further reduced to 0.7us if an optimized memory

controller is used so that the PUF response is read out at

full speed.

C. Others

In addition to the cases we described above, the availability

of a fractional value in DRAM can be utilized in other ways.

A possible use is to expand the storage capability of

DRAM modules. Using the Half-m operation, we can store

fractional value, one, or zero in arbitrary DRAM columns,

which enables the cell to store three different states. Therefore,

each cell represents a ternary bit. The overhead is that with

Half-m, we need to write normal binary bits in four rows and

issue a four-row-activation to generate one row of ternary bits.

In addition, based on our evaluation the reading mechanism

is not mature yet, since the way we have proposed to read

out the fractional value requires four copies of the data (the

MAJ3 method mentioned in Section IV-B), and the fractional

value is destroyed after readout. We leave the readout and

data recovery issue to future work; a possible solution would

be a different sense amplifier design. Previous work [52] has

proposed multi-level DRAM cells with “quantum dot gate”

transistor. But only the layout of the multi-level DRAM cell

is provided, and that’s not fabricated yet.

Another use for fractional values is to assist the charac-

terization of DRAM retention time. For example, focusing

on a single cell, we can store different levels of fractional

value and measure the retention time of each, thereby roughly

tracing the voltage change during leakage. Different voltage

levels can be generated in multiple ways: using a different

number of Frac operations, changing the initial value in

Half-m, and interrupting multiple-row-activation similar to

Half-m.

Finally, it can be used in reverse-engineering DRAM

designs and parameters, such as the sense amplifier threshold.

VII. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that

demonstrates fractional values being stored in off-the-shelf

DRAMs. In this section, we present related work and identify

its similarities and difference from FracDRAM.

Near-memory [1], [2], [3], in-memory [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],

and with-memory-computing [9], [10], [11], [12] techniques

are experiencing a “Renaissance” due to their potential to

reduce the energy consumption from data transfer between

storage and processing units. FracDRAM expands this area

by identifying two novel techniques for storing fractional

values in unmodified DRAM modules and evaluating two

use cases for the new operations.

One of the key concepts in FracDRAM is the violation of

timing specifications, which has been employed in previous

works. The authors of [15], [16], [17], [53], [54] proposed

pushing the limits of excessive process-margin in DRAM to

enhance it’s performance.

Moving a step further, recent work presented techniques

that advance the concept of reducing the timing of DRAM

commands outside of specification values. Specifically, tim-

ing is violated in such a way that new functionality is

implemented by pushing the DRAM to undefined states.

ComputeDRAM [14] was the first work that identified

specially timed DRAM command sequencies that can perform

with-memory computation in unmodified DRAM. Compute-

DRAM utilized reduced tRAS and tRP to open three rows

at the same time, and perform majority operation with the

charge sharing among three rows. ComputeDRAM found that

different number of rows can be opened with the proposed

command sequence, however, only three-row-activation is

leveraged to build majority operation on the only DRAM

configuration that support it. FracDRAM expands the ideas

of ComputeDRAM to enable fractional DRAM storage. The

new capabilities extend ComputeDRAM-style, in-memory,

majority operation to a larger set of DRAM module. We show

how fractional DRAM storage can enhance the reliability of

existing ComputeDRAM-style majority operation, reducing

the error rate from 9.1% to 2.2%.

Operating outside of timing specifications means that

correctness of reads and writes is not guaranteed. Previ-

ous works [38], [39], [40] leveraged the randomness and

uniqueness of the erroneous readout data to build DRAM-

based Physical Uncloneable Function (PUF). Orosa et al. [41]

compared past DRAM-based PUFs and proved that CODIC-

based PUF provides the state-of-the-art throughput and is

more robust to environmental changes. Our proposed Frac-

based PUF maintains all the merits of a CODIC-based PUF

and is implementable with unmodified DRAM.

Kim et al. [55] proposed reducing the row activation

latency to generate random numbers with high throughput

and low latency. QUACTRNG [23] leveraged the command

sequence in ComputeDRAM to open four rows simultane-

ously and explored different combinations of initial values in

these four rows to generate random numbers using the charge

sharing among them. Although we did not evaluate DDR4

modules due to the limitation of our experiment platform,

the result of QUACTRNG proves four-row-activation can

be performed in off-the-shelf DDR4 chips, which shows the

potential of supporting F-MAJ and Half-m in DDR4 DRAMs.

Previous works [15], [16], [17], [18] have shown that

voltage levels other than Vdd and 0 can be stored in DRAM

cells. However, the concept of a “fractional value”, which
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is a new logical state, is first introduced in FracDRAM. For

example, past work regards a 0.8Vdd voltage as a “weak”

logical one, rather than a separate state of fractional value. In

addition, the goal for which such voltage level was generated

is different as well. Previous works aimed at reducing the

DRAM access latency, whereas FracDRAM explicitly aims

to generate a new logical state.

Finally, previous work has suggested modifications in

hardware or operational values to store Vdd/2 in DRAM cells.

DTRNG [56] proposed to use a lower supply voltage on word-

line to store Vdd/2 in DRAM cell and issue a subsequent read

to generate random numbers. CODIC [41] proposed exposing

detailed DRAM control signals to users. One of the new

operations they suggested is to set the cell voltage to Vdd/2,

based on which they built a CODIC-based PUF. The rationale

of the Frac-based PUF is also generating Vdd/2 in DRAM

cells. However, their methodology of generating Vdd/2 is

different from FracDRAM. Both of previous works are only

verified in simulation, and can not work on unmodified

DRAMs.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed and evaluated two novel primitive

operations that store fractional values to the entire DRAM

row, or to masked bits in a row. With these operations, we

demonstrate for the first time the storing and destructive

readout of fractional values in off-the-shelf, unmodified,

DRAM chips. We show that with fractional value storage, in-

memory majority operations can be expanded to more DRAM

modules, and the error rate of the existing in-memory majority

operations can be reduced from 9.1% to 2.2%. Furthermore,

we presented a PUF based on fractional value storage, which

has state-of-the-art throughput and can be implemented in

commercial DRAM.
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